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Biocatalysis: landmark discoveries and
applications in chemical synthesis
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Biocatalysis has become an important tool in chemical synthesis, allowing access to complex molecules

with high levels of activity and selectivity and with low environmental impact. Key discoveries in protein

engineering, bioinformatics, recombinant technology and DNA sequencing have contributed towards

the rapid acceleration of the field. This tutorial review explores enzyme engineering strategies and high-

throughput screening approaches that have been applied for the discovery and development of

enzymes for synthetic application. Landmark developments in the field are discussed and have been

carefully selected to highlight the diverse synthetic applications of enzymes within the pharmaceutical,

agricultural, food and chemical industries. The design and development of artificial biocatalytic cascades

is also examined. This tutorial review will give readers an insight into the landmark discoveries and

milestones that have helped shape and grow this branch of catalysis since the discovery of the first

enzyme.

Key learning points
� Importance of biocatalysts in chemical synthesis.
� Enzyme engineering methodologies for improved biocatalysts.
� High-throughput screening methods for discovery of improved variants.
� Milestone applications of enzymes in industry.
� Incorporation of enzymes into cascades and the important design considerations when developing biocatalytic cascades.

1. What are enzymes and how were
they discovered?

Enzymes are biological catalysts that accelerate chemical reac-
tions occurring within biological systems.1 Nature uses
enzymes to perform many chemical reactions, including the
synthesis of important building blocks, such as amino acids,
and the assembly of complex natural products. The active site
pocket associated with enzymes is responsible for the enor-
mous rate accelerations and unparalleled levels of selectivity
that can be achieved using these catalysts. The network of

active site amino acid residues functions to precisely position
the substrate in the binding pocket in the correct orientation
for catalysis, by exploiting multiple weak interactions, for
example, hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic, dipole–dipole and
van der Waals interactions (Fig. 1). The finely tuned interac-
tions can function; (i) to bring reactants into proximity; (ii) bind
the substrate(s) in a favourable conformation to allow the
reaction to occur; and (iii) stabilise and lower the energy of
the transition state. The result of this substrate constraint and
stabilisation is a significantly accelerated reaction displaying
high levels of chemo-, regio- and stereoselectivity.

Our understanding of enzymes developed incrementally,
with key discoveries leading to landmark progressions in the
field. Advances in molecular biology, bioinformatics, enzyme
engineering and high throughput screening have developed our
understanding of enzymes to a point where they now find
widespread synthetic applications in the rapidly expanding
field of biocatalysis and can be considered alongside other
asymmetric homogeneous catalysts. The term ‘biocatalyst’ can
refer to isolated (purified) enzymes, enzymes contained within
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a crude mixture, whole-cell systems containing the enzyme(s),
as well as combinations of these.

This tutorial review will examine the landmark discoveries
in the field of biocatalysis and highlight milestone examples of
how enzymes have established themselves as an important part
of any catalytic toolkit for chemical synthesis. Alternative
applications of biocatalysis in fields such as diagnostics (bio-
sensors) and biodegradation of polymers (plastic, cellulose,
lignin, etc.) are not discussed in detail, however comprehensive
reviews on these topics are referenced.2–4

The first known enzyme mixture, diastase, was discovered in
1833 by French chemists, Payen and Persoz,5 who found that
the active catalyst converts starch to sugar and is found in
germinating cereal.6 Fermentation chemistry, involving the
conversion of sugar into alcohol by enzymes in yeast cells,
had been used unknowingly for thousands of years in the
brewing process, but explanations for how the process occurred
were only answered as the field of enzymology developed. The

details of fermentation chemistry were first published by Louis
Pasteur in 1858, who attributed the phenomenon to ‘‘ferments’’
within living yeast cells carrying out a ‘‘vital force’’.7 Nobel Prize
winner, Buchner, later disproved the concept of vitalism in
1897, hypothesising instead that the yeast cells secrete proteins
to facilitate fermentation and that living yeast cells are not
required.8 It was later discovered these so called ‘‘ferments’’
were enzymes capable of catalysing the process that occurred
inside the cells.

The 1946 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for the
landmark work of Sumner, Northrop, and Stanley, who proved
that enzymes are proteins. Sumner was the first to crystallise an
enzyme (urease) in 1926, providing structural confirmation that
the enzyme was a protein.9 Northrop and Stanley continued the
work and crystallised several serine and aspartic proteases.10

Mechanistic and kinetic studies helped move the field of
enzymology forward over the next number of years. The Lock
and Key model, describing enzyme–substrate binding, was
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proposed by Fischer in 1894, following an observation that
stereoisomeric hexoses interact differently with yeast (and its
enzymes), therefore leading to the hypothesis that enzyme–
substrate binding differs depending on a substrate’s configu-
ration, size and shape.11 This theory was later replaced by the
Induced Fit Model,12 which took into account substrate posi-
tioning and 3D structural changes upon binding, and helped to
deepen our understanding of enzyme-catalysed transforma-
tions. The precise binding between an enzyme and its
substrate(s), due to an induced fit change, forms the enzyme–
substrate complex (E–S-complex). The E–S-complex lowers the
activation energy barrier of the given transformation by

stabilising the transition state, allowing the reaction to pro-
ceed. This is followed by formation of the enzyme–product
complex (E–P-complex) and release of the product from the
active site, enabling subsequent catalytic transformations to
take place.

Michaelis–Menten exploration on enzyme kinetics,13 along-
side developments in X-ray crystallography, allowed elucidation
of active site structures, cofactor requirements and mechan-
isms. Major advances in DNA technology, including the eluci-
dation of DNA structure by Watson, Crick and Franklin, Sanger
DNA sequencing, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and recom-
binant expression (Fig. 2), accelerated advances in the field,
allowing the modification of enzymes and the engineering of
biocatalysts for desired applications.

2. Enzyme engineering

While the benefits of utilising an enzymatic step(s) in the
asymmetric synthesis of high-value molecules is well estab-
lished, the properties of many wild-type (WT) enzymes must be
tuned to enable them to operate under the desired reaction
conditions. Naturally occurring enzymes are typically evolved to
carry out a very specific function under physiological condi-
tions and are less effective at mediating reactions with unna-
tural substrates at varying temperatures, pH, substrate loadings
and in the presence of a cosolvent. This section will discuss
several enzyme engineering methodologies that have been
developed to stabilise WT enzymes and enable them to operate
in conditions distinct from their native environment or to
increase the enzyme’s substrate scope and selectivity.

Fig. 2 Timeline of some of the key milestones in the field of biocatalysis.

Fig. 1 A cartoon depicting the network of active site amino acid residues,
and the possible interactions with a given substrate to form the enzyme–
substrate complex.
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Since the discovery that an enzyme’s structure is dictated by
its amino acid sequence, which is in turn determined by
the translated genetic code, modern advances in DNA technol-
ogy (such as gene cloning and sequencing) have significantly
accelerated the engineering process by allowing greater
amounts of genetic material to be obtained and analysed on
a nucleobase scale. The first example of DNA cloning
was performed by Jackson et al.14 and since then, the
utilisation of recombinant DNA has transformed the way enzy-
matic studies are carried out. The ability to insert a gene of
interest into a vector that can be subsequentially over-expressed
in a suitable host organism, allows access to larger quantities of
enzymes than could ever be extracted previously from natural
sources. DNA sequencing techniques, such as Sanger sequen-
cing and the more recently developed massive parallel sequen-
cing (also known as next-generation sequencing), have
permitted correlations between function and essential residues
within the enzyme. Preliminary mutagenesis attempts involved
the use of radiation (e.g., ultraviolet light) to promote errors
in the replication or repair cycles of DNA. However, this method
was slow and unreliable due to the dependency on the organ-
ism being mutated, therefore a more robust strategy was
required.

2.1. Rational design

In 1978, Smith and co-workers introduced the idea of rational
design, in which precise changes in the amino acid sequence
are integrated using site-directed mutagenesis.15 This techni-
que involves the synthesis of an oligonucleotide that contains
the desired mutation and the complementary base sequence to
the template DNA, so that annealing can occur. The
gene containing the mutation is extended using a DNA poly-
merase and can then be cloned and expressed in a suitable
host organism. This approach was later used in a milestone
study by the same group to demonstrate the systematic replace-
ment of an amino acid residue in an enzyme (tyrosyl tRNA
synthetase) for the first time.16 The method involved substitut-
ing a cystine residue, located in the enzyme’s active site, to
serine, and used several recombinant tools, such as oligo-
nucleotide synthesis, DNA amplification and site-specific cut-
and-paste. The result of this mutation was not beneficial to
functionality, as it resulted in a reduction in the enzyme’s
ability to catalyse the aminoacylation of tRNA, but it gave an
insight in to how the methodology could be used to investigate
enzymatic mechanisms. The type of engineering strategy
demonstrated by Smith and co-workers has been used to
examine the effect of distinct point mutations on specific areas
of the protein.

Rational design forms the basis for de novo protein
design and is an attractive strategy due to the smaller library
sizes generated. It may require extensive knowledge of the
protein structure, mechanism, and sequence to be able to
produce a superior variant. It also typically explores a very
small section of the genetic sequence from which the success
depends entirely on the validity of the hypothesis, therefore a

less target driven approach was developed in the form of
directed evolution.

2.2. Directed evolution

Due to the vastness and immense complexity of the natural
world, resulting from millions of years of evolution, the idea
that humankind could potentially exploit this force for its own
benefit was thought to be futile. That was until Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species in 1859 brought to light that humanity had
been unknowingly harnessing this power for centuries in the
form of selective breeding and domestication. During the
second half of the twentieth century, evolution was brought
into the laboratory, highlighted by the pioneering work by Mills
et al. with their studies on bacteriophage Qb RNA.17 While the
following decades would find many more examples of adaptive
evolution experiments, directed evolution in the contemporary
sense would not manifest until the 1990’s. The general
approach when undertaking this evolutionary strategy is to first
identify a gene of interest that encodes for the ‘parent’ enzyme
to be engineered. The parent enzyme may only have minimal
activity for the substrate of interest, yet still represent a good
starting point, provided improvements in activity can be mea-
sured or ‘selected’ reliably (discussed further in Section 3).
Gene diversification via random mutagenesis (e.g., error-prone
PCR, mutator strains, chemical mutagens) and/or gene recom-
bination (e.g., shuffling) generates a diverse library of gene
products containing mutations at low frequencies throughout
the sequence or at targeted regions of the gene. These are then
screened for improved properties and the most optimal
variant(s) are selected and amplified (Fig. 3). When variants
with preferable phenotypes are identified, the corresponding
gene must also be identified, therefore establishing a genotype–
phenotype linkage is essential. The iterative directed evolution
process continues until no further improvement is gained or
the desired activity is obtained. A major advantage of this
method is that it requires no previous structural or mechanistic
knowledge of the gene/protein being mutated. The approach
allows for random mutations to be incorporated at any position
on the enzyme, and this may be beneficial, as properties such
as activity, selectivity and substrate scope are not solely influ-
enced by residues within the active site. Directed evolution can
therefore produce highly valuable catalysts by substituting
residues that may not have been considered in more rational
engineering strategies. However, several rounds of mutagenesis
are typically required to produce a variant with the desired
properties and consequently, a robust and high-throughput
screening assay must be developed for this type of engineering
(discussed in Section 3).

Directed evolution was brought to the spotlight by the
pioneering work carried out by Arnold and co-workers when
they demonstrated a landmark example of how this evolution-
ary approach could be employed when evolving the alkaline
serine protease, subtilisin E.18 The objective of the work was to
enable subtilisin E to carry out the hydrolysis of a peptide
substrate (sAAPF-pna) in high concentrations of the polar
organic solvent dimethylformamide (DMF). Starting from the
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gene of interest (a subtilisin E variant, containing four amino
acid substitutions), three rounds of subsequent mutagenesis
and screening was performed to yield a variant containing a
total of ten mutations, which could tolerate high concentra-
tions of DMF. The variant was over 500-fold more active in 60%
DMF than the WT subtilisin E. Random mutations were incor-
porated using error prone PCR, which works on the basis that
the fidelity of the Taq DNA polymerase used in the process is
altered via the composition of the reaction buffer. These sub-
optimal conditions introduce errors into the newly synthesised
gene, which can then be transferred into a plasmid vector for
over-expression and screening. In recent years, the implemen-
tation of directed evolution for the engineering of various
enzymatic functions has become more commonplace and has
had enormous impacts on our ability to tailor enzymes to
specific functions. Prof. Frances Arnold shared the Nobel Prize
in Chemistry in 2018 ‘for the directed evolution of enzymes’.
Ever since this seminal methodology was performed, new gene
diversification techniques have been developed and implemen-
ted into mutagenesis studies, such as DNA shuffling19 and
mutator strains.20

2.3. Semi-rational design

Semi-rational protein design combines both the advantages of
rational design and directed evolution in a technique that
results in smaller, ‘smart’ libraries. This approach often utilises
the new bioinformatic toolbox available to modern biochemists
and involves mutating at ‘‘hot spots’’ on the enzyme that are
known to play an important role in its function. The codon
associated the chosen residue(s) for mutation is replaced with a
degenerate codon. This degenerate codon has the ability to

encode for all or a subset of all canonical amino acids. This
process is termed site-saturation mutagenesis.

Semi-rational design can be utilised as an alternative if
residues vital to the mechanism of action are known or if
high-throughput screening is not an option, as the library size
produced is much smaller when compared to directed evolu-
tion. These ‘smarter’ libraries should in theory be more likely to
contain variants with beneficial modifications, as they have
been derived from previously obtained structural/mechanistic
data. When addressing stereoselectivity and/or substrate scope,
one of the most universally adopted approaches is combinator-
ial active site saturation test (CAST). CASTing involves the
saturation of multiple residues surrounding the active site to
induce favourable synergistic effects and produce a knowledge-
driven systematisation of focused libraries.21 If an optimal
variant is produced, the process can be repeated iteratively on
the mutated gene of an improved mutant to screen for more
complementary mutations, in a process known as iterative
saturation mutagenesis (ISM). This strategy is often beneficial
as it leads to reciprocal amino acids substitutions that may
have been missed using single site-specific mutagenesis.

It is important to keep in mind that each type of engineering
process is not mutually exclusive and with the combination of
bioinformatic tools, a far more applicable protein design
strategy can arise. An amalgamation of engineering methods
was used to develop the multivariate optimisation technique
known as ProSAR. Inspired by the concept of QSAR (quantita-
tive structure–activity relationship), the optimisation strategy is
based on protein sequence activity relationships (ProSAR). A
landmark example of the effectiveness of this multivariate
optimisation strategy was demonstrated by Codexis and

Fig. 3 Pathways of protein engineering strategies for biocatalyst improvement.
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co-workers, when a bacterial halohydrin dehalogenase was
evolved to increase its cyanation process B4000-fold, to pro-
duce a starting material, (R)-4-cyano-3-hydroxybutyrate (HN),
for the cholesterol-lowering drug atorvastatin (Lipitor).22

3. HT and uHT screening

The evolution of protein scaffolds provides a powerful solution
to many of the challenges associated with WT enzymes, but
such engineering strategies require an efficient and robust
high-throughput screening (HTS) method for the successful
selection of optimal variants. Due to the nature of the metho-
dology, a high-throughput screen is especially important when
carrying out random mutagenesis, as this approach often
generates extremely large genetic libraries (ranging from
B104–6 variants per evolution cycle) and an effective assay that
links genotype to phenotype is the only way to identify variants
with the desired properties. HT screening enables the identifi-
cation and selection of genetic variants with improved proper-
ties, from potentially millions of genetic variants. Furthermore,
as the gene is compartmentalised, for example within a cell, the
improved variant has also been purified from a large library of
genetic variants. There is no synthetic chemistry methodology
that enables the generation of a library of thousands or
millions of catalyst derivatives, in situ optimisation of the
catalyst library, and concurrent selection and purification of
the best catalyst; and therefore, this really is unique and
powerful methodology.

Medium-throughput assays can be designed to enable
screening of purified enzyme, cell lysate or whole cells, with
the latter often allowing higher-throughput. Effective whole
cells assays rely on the screening components penetrating the
cell wall and not being degraded by the host (temperature, pH,
biocatalytic degradation). Additionally, to establish the neces-
sary genotype–phenotype linkage, the assay product must
remain within the cell. The application of screening approaches
using cell lysate can be carried out in microtiter plates or other
compartments, once endogenous enzymes do not interfere with
the assay. While the use of assays relying on purified enzyme
means issues with crossing cell walls or interference from
endogenous enzymes and biomolecules are not present, such
assays can be expensive and time-consuming.23

Creating an effective HTS can be challenging, as each assay
is usually quite specific to the required task it was designed for,
limiting its wider exploitation. An ideal HT screen should be
general (can accommodate a range of enzymes/substrates/pro-
ducts), operationally simple, quantitative, carried out in its
highest throughput form (e.g. whole cells, droplets, etc.) and
sensitive. There are many screening platforms to choose from
when developing a HT screening method depending on what
suits the user, such as plate screening, surface display and the
more recent development of virtual screening assisted HTS.24

When choosing the screening parameter (e.g., fluorescence,
absorbance, changes in pH), the following characteristics are
important: the assay should be (i) reproducible, so many

iterations of the screen can be performed; (ii) low cost, so the
screen is economically feasible; and (iii) highly sensitive and
specific for identification of the target molecule(s) within a
broad range of conversions. A range of measurable detection
variables for high throughput screening efforts have been used
successfully in protein engineering studies, some of which
include spectrophotometric, colorimetric and fluorescence
screening.

3.1. Spectrophotometric screening

Spectrophotometric assays rely on the reflectional or transmis-
sional properties of a reaction reagent or product/coproduct as
a function of wavelength. Homogenous absorbance assays are
considered the most straightforward and classical detection
method for monitoring an enzymatic reaction due to its sim-
plicity and inexpensiveness. One screening methodology that
absorbance measurement lends itself well to is coenzyme
generation or consumption. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-
tide (NAD+ or the reduced form NADH) and nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP+ or the reduced form
NADPH) are common coenzymes used in redox reactions.
Numerous studies have utilised simple absorption spectro-
scopy to detect a change in the coenzyme’s concentration as a
function of time, due to the reduced form (NADH and NADPH)
strongly absorbing at 340 nm, while the oxidised forms (NAD+

and NADP+) do not absorb at this wavelength. This absorbance-
concentration correlation has been particularly applicable in
engineering studies that invert the cofactor specificity for
enzymes that require the redox cofactor.25,26 NADH/NADPH
detection is also well-suited to the subsequent reaction in a
coupled enzyme assay, especially for monitoring reactions that
are difficult to detect.27 However, there are also some notable
limitations to nicotinamide-based absorbance assays. Typically,
purified enzyme is required for these assays, due to the strong
absorption of UV light by cells and cell lysates, making the
screening approach more costly and low-throughput.

An attractive alternative is to directly monitor the formation
of products/co-products. One of the simplest and most widely
used HT assays for screening amino acceptor specificity of o-
transaminase enzymes was developed by Schätzle et al. and
involves using UV absorption spectrometry for the detection of
acetophenone when a-methylbenzylamine is used as the amine
donor (Scheme 1(a)).28 The elegance of this method stems from
its simplicity, as it uses a cheap commercially available amine
and UV detection for the screening of a relatively large library
size. However, the limitation of only allowing analysis of low-
absorbing amine acceptors and initial absorbance interference
with the protein, hindered the wider usage of the methodology.
Reetz et al. showed that a high-throughput UV/Vis-based
method could be implemented for the enantioselectivity
screening of a large library of lipase enzymes undergoing
mutagenesis.29 The lipase-catalysed hydrolysis of a racemic
ester (rac-p-nitrophenyl 2-methyldecanoate, rac-3) was chosen
as the test reaction and four rounds of mutagenesis (error-
prone PCR) were carried out to yield a mutant with 81% e.e.
compared to the 2% e.e. in the starting wild-type enzyme.
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Measuring absorbance at 410 nm, the simple detection of
the p-nitrophenolate anion by-product was used to monitor the
hydrolysis as a function of time (Scheme 1(b)).

3.2. Colorimetric screening

Colorimetric screening is a sub-set of spectrophotometric
screening that involves examining the analytes using the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum (380–750 nm). The
practicality and efficiency of the approach stem from the ability
to visualise the ‘hits’ of a screening panel without the require-
ment of spectroscopic techniques and any specialised equip-
ment. An elegant example of utilising a colorimetric approach
in a mutagenesis study was demonstrated by Turner and co-
workers when the substrate specificity of monoamine oxidase
from Aspergillus niger (MAO-N) variants were screened for
increased enantioselective preference for the oxidation of (S)-
a-methylbenzylamine over the (R)-enantiomer. The colorimetric
plate-based screening assay was based on the capture of the
oxidation by-product, hydrogen peroxide, to monitor conver-
sion. It did so by using a horseradish peroxidase alongside a
colour-inducing substrate (3,30-diaminobenzidine) to give rise
to a pink, insoluble product that visually indicated the active
colonies present on the nitrocellulose membranes. The same
colorimetric screen was latter adapted by the Turner group to
carry out further rounds of evolution on MAO-N to detect
mutants that oxidised more challenging substrates such as
secondary and tertiary amines as well as amines that have
sterically demanding motifs.30–32

A rapid and simple high-throughput screening method was
also developed by the Turner group to identify and characterise
a group of enzymes known as imine reductase (IREDs), which
have been shown to synthesise a wide variety of primary,
secondary and tertiary amine products.33 The screen, termed
IREDy-to-go, takes advantage of the inherit reversibility

associated with enzymatic transformations, as it monitors
activity of the reverse oxidation of the target amine product.
The NAD(P)H formed post-oxidation of the amine product was
detected by a diaphorase-mediated reduction of a tetrazolium
salt. Reduction of the salt led to the formation of a corres-
ponding red/pink formazan dye that could be used to visually
identify the most active IREDs. The authors screened metage-
nomic libraries to identify IREDs capable of performing reduc-
tive amination on several structurally demanding ketone and
amine substrates for the synthesis of high-value chiral amines.

Our group previously reported the use of the amine donor o-
xylylenediamine, which displays dual functionality as both an
equilibrium mediator and as the colour-inducing reagent for
colorimetric screening of o-transaminases variants. Post-
transamination, o-xylylenediamine spontaneously cyclises to
the corresponding cyclic imine, which furthermore tauto-
merises to the unstable aromatic compound, isoindole. The
isoindole produced rapidly polymerises resulting in intensely
coloured by-products, which were used for qualitatively detect-
ing o-TA activity for both liquid- and colony-based assays.
However, the wider application of the amine donor falls short
as it exclusively allows for qualitative analysis of activity, not
quantitative.34 To resolve this issue, our group developed a
straightforward and comprehensive assay for o-transaminases,
which allowed for the identification of enzymes with activity
towards a range of both amine donors and acceptors in liquid
phase.35 The quantitative assay spectrophotometrically detects
the formation of b-bis(indolyl)methane from the reaction of 2-
aminoethylaniline and in situ produced or externally added
indole. To increase the efficiency of the screen, it was adapted
to a colony-based solid-phase format containing an engineered
strain of E. coli that reduced background noise from endogen-
ously produced indole.

Although these HTS methods are applicable to many engi-
neering projects, the development of ultrahigh-throughput
screening (uHTS) when working with extremely large amounts
of variants is essential as it allows for the exploration of a larger
pool of genetic diversity in a shorter amount of time.

3.3. uHTS (fluorescence screening)

The advancement of modern microfluidics has the potential to
ramp up the enzymatic screening process by automatising the
operation. Like microtiter plate and agar-based screens, uHTS
requires a signal that corresponds to the activity of the enzyme,
and fluorescence is often used to provide a method sensitive
enough to enable single cell analysis. The basic requirements
for fluorescent assays are that (i) the enzyme + probe produces a
signal and (ii) a genotype–phenotype linkage can be estab-
lished. The latter requires assay components to be compart-
mentalised. Using the cell itself as a natural compartment is
attractive because Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting
(FACS)36,37 is capable of interrogating multiple fluorescent
parameters of individual cells, and can both screen and sort
during directed evolution. FAC sorters are instruments capable
of interrogating multiple fluorescent parameters of individual
cells. A challenge with the use of FACS is maintaining the

Scheme 1 (a) Principle of the acetophenone assay for screening amino
acceptor specificity28 (b) HT UV/Vis-based method for screening of
enantioselective lipases.29
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genotype–phenotype linkage by ensuring the assay signal is
contained within or tethered to the cell, but this approach has
been successfully used to engineer many enzymes.38 When
whole cells are not suitable fluorescence screening compart-
ments, fluorescence activated droplet sorting (FADS) can be
employed, which can sort single cells or cell components that
have been encapsulated in emulsion droplets. The technique
encapsulates the substrate and a single genetic variant (as a
gene or whole cell containing the gene of interest) within a
water-in-oil (w/o) emulsion. The emulsion can then be ‘‘incu-
bated’’ for a certain period and temperature. This incubation
period allows for either the in vivo expression of the enzyme
and/or the conversion of the substrate to occur. Microfluidics
commonly utilises fluorescence as the parameter corres-
ponding to enzymatic activity and therefore requires the sub-
strate and product to have differing fluorescence capabilities.
The fluorescence levels of each droplet are typically detected as
the emulsion passes through a laser being focused on the gap
between two electrodes and are sorted via dielectrophoresis. A
full comprehensive description on the specific applications of
microdroplets in a chemistry and biology setting can be found
in the review by Theberge et al.39

Weitz and co-workers presented an elegant example of a
uHTS platform for the identification of new optimised horse-
radish peroxidase (HRP) mutants utilising drop-based micro-
fluidic technology. The procedure involved creating two
generational libraries: the first using a mixed random muta-
genesis approach via error-prone PCR (epPCR) and active site
saturation mutagenesis, and the second using only epPCR with
the 18 most active first-generation mutants. Yeast cells dis-
played the enzyme variants on their surface and the fluorogenic
substrate Amplex Ultrared was used for the quantification of
activity using fluorescence-activated droplet sorting (FADS). A
total of B108 emulsion droplets within a time scale of 10 h were
screened, identifying HRP mutants with more than ten times
the catalytic turnover than its parent and some variants
approaching diffusion-limited efficiency. This innovative
screening technology proved to be 1000-fold faster with an
estimated 10-million-fold reduction in cost, when compared
to the state-of-the-art robotic screening at the time.
Fluorescence-activated droplet sorting has evolved since, prov-
ing to be applicable to a range of different evolution studies.40

However, the procedure requires the use of a fluorogenic
substrate to quantify and separate each droplet, which reduces
its wider application to non-fluorescent substrates.

In a landmark study by Hilvert and co-workers, the required
use of fluorogenic model substrates was circumvented by the
implementation of a coupled enzyme assay within a chip-based
microfluidic system.41 The assay screened for the directed
evolution of a cyclohexylamine oxidase (CHAO), yielding
improved catalytic efficiency for the deracemisation of 1-
phenyl-1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline to its (S)-enantiomer,
which is a sterically demanding pharmaceutical intermediate
for the production of the drug solifenacin. Although the system
employed FADS as the sorting method, the fluorogenic species
is produced by a reporter cascade that utilises the co-product,

(FADH2) of the CHAO oxidation, which is then recycled and
produces equimolar amounts of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).
This H2O2 is detected by a downstream oxidation of a fluoro-
genic substrate catalysed by an accompanying horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) to produce the fluorophore. This study
demonstrates how uHTS methods can radically outperform
the conventional evolutionary optimisation methods such as
typical microtiter plate assays by screening over 107 variants
and sequencing the most enhanced protein genes all under a
two-week timescale. Further advancements on the sorting
process of ultrahigh-throughput droplet-based microfluidics
has involved using labelled (fluorescence-, absorbance-
activated) and label free (electrochemical, mass spectrometry,
NMR, Raman) sorting.42

4. Applications in synthetic chemistry

The inclusion of biocatalytic steps in synthetic strategies has
become increasingly appealing to chemists in recent years. The
ever-growing toolbox of enzymes and our ability to tailor their
properties means that biocatalysts are now routinely consid-
ered alongside other asymmetric homogeneous catalysts when
planning routes to important synthetic targets. There is grow-
ing pressure within the chemical industry to improve life cycle
assessment (LCA) of processes, by adopting more environmen-
tally friendly and less hazardous practices. Biocatalysis allows
transformations to be performed under mild conditions and
without the use of precious metals, which are so often asso-
ciated with traditional chemical synthesis. The development of
biocatalytic methodology that enables asymmetric synthesis,
(dynamic) kinetic resolution and deracemisation remains a
vibrant research area, and some illustrative examples are
discussed here.

4.1. Asymmetric synthesis

Asymmetric synthesis involves the introduction of one or more
units of chirality (chiral centre, axis or plane) into a substrate,
producing stereoisomeric products in unequal amounts, where
one stereoisomer is favoured over another.43 The synthetic
approach enables the stereoselective preparation of enantio-
pure products from substrates containing pro-chiral structural
units (Scheme 2(a)). The field of enzyme engineering has played
a pivotal role in developing efficient biocatalysts for asymmetric
applications. This progress is marked by enhancements in
stability, substrate scope and activity,44 using various protein
engineering methodologies (Section 2). Enzymes can facilitate
several types of asymmetric reactions including: (i) enantio-
selective replacement of an enantiotopic group located at a
prochiral sp3 hybridised atom, for example in P450 monoox-
ygenase catalysed C–H hydroxylation; (ii) enantioselective intro-
duction of a nucleophile at a prochiral sp2 hybridised carbon
atom, for example CQC, CQO and CQN stereoselective
reduction, by ene-reductases, alcohol dehydrogenases and
imine reductases, respectively, or by C–heteroatom bond for-
mation, for example transaminase catalysed chiral amine
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synthesis; (iii) enantioselective desymmetrisation by loss of one
or more symmetry elements and; (iv) atroposelective reaction,
where a chiral axis is formed in the molecule.45

4.1.1. Stereogenic hydroxy groups. The incorporation of
chiral alcohol functionality holds significant importance for
synthetic organic chemists, highlighted by K. Barry Sharpless
who partially shared the 2001 Nobel prize in chemistry for his
work on chirally catalysed oxidation reactions. Asymmetric
synthesis of optically pure alcohols by biocatalytic means can
be accessed via numerous pathways depending on the starting
substrate. For example, both alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and
ketoreductase (KRED) enzymes can reduce a carbonyl substrate
to afford the corresponding chiral alcohol, only differing in the
required cofactor. The use of hydrolases for chiral alcohol
synthesis via dynamic kinetic resolutions are discussed further
in Section 4.3.

One group of enzymes that have been engineered to
carry out this sought after transformation in a more efficient
manner than their natural capability are cytochrome P450
monooxygenases (P450s). P450s are commonly employed
enzymes in the asymmetric synthesis of desired pharmaceuti-
cal and chemical compounds, in the biosynthesis of natural
products (e.g. paclitaxel (anti-cancer) and artemisinin (anti-
malarial)), as well as in applications in gene therapy and
bioremediation. P450s have been evolved to accept a
broad substrate scope and enhanced properties through engi-
neering of their nonpolar active sites.46 Engineering of wild-
type P450s is important for their use as robust biocatalysts,
as natural P450s often have poor solubility and stability, as well
as low expression levels and turnover rates.47 P450s are
NAD(P)H-dependent enzymes that use molecular oxygen to
oxidatively modify an organic substrate, through the insertion
of an oxygen atom, through hydroxylation, epoxidation, or
dealkylation. P450s can catalyse C–H functionalisation at inac-
tivated carbons centres under mild conditions with high regio-
and stereocontrol. This type of reaction is extremely challen-
ging to achieve using more traditional catalytic approaches,
and as a result, the potential of P450s as synthetically useful
biocatalysts to facilitate asymmetric synthesis has been heavily
explored.48–50

Arnold and co-workers evolved an improved P450 biocatalyst
from Pseudomonas putida to hydroxylate aromatic compounds
without the use of cofactors, using hydrogen peroxide to
instead facilitate a ‘peroxide shunt’ pathway.51 The concept is
attractive as the biotransformation does not rely on an expen-
sive cofactor (e.g., NADH) and its associated regeneration
system. As a direct result, less by-products are produced, and
the system’s practical utility is greatly enhanced. Directed
evolution was used to produce an improved horseradish per-
oxidase variant (HRP1A6), with higher activity and improved
protein folding in the non-native E. coli environment. An
efficient fluorescent digital image screen was developed to
monitor the evolution of improved mono- and di-oxygenase
variants. The screen relied on the co-expression of the variants
with horseradish peroxidase, to convert the P450 catalysed
products into fluorescent compounds.

Scheme 2 Biocatalytic induction of stereocontrol via a range of techni-
ques including (a) asymmetric synthesis, (b) kinetic resolution, (c) dynamic
kinetic resolution and (d) deracemisation.
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4.1.2. Chiral amines. Chiral amines are a crucial structural
motif prevalent in many commonplace pharmaceuticals and
natural products, therefore the development of broadly applic-
able biocatalytic strategies for their synthesis is of great inter-
est. There has been a number of enzymes used for the
asymmetric synthesis of optically pure amines including trans-
aminases, amine dehydrogenases, reductive aminases, mono-
amine oxidases, ammonia lyases, and imine reductases. As
previously mentioned, there are numerous possible pathways
to choose from when carrying out chiral aminations, depend-
ing on the initial substrate. Among the various possible path-
ways, biocatalysed asymmetric reductive amination is a well-
established route, with o-transaminases enzymes being one of
the most prominent catalysts for this transformation. The
subgroup of o-transaminase enzymes termed amine transami-
nases (ATAs) have gained particular interest in chemical synth-
esis field due to their potential for synthesising chiral primary
amines from the corresponding prochiral ketone. Our group
investigated the asymmetric capability of ATAs for the
preparative-scale synthesis of a series of chiral 2,6-substituted
piperidines. The methodology involved starting from a pro-
chiral ketoenone substrate, which upon transamination would
spontaneously induce an aza-Michael type reaction to produce
the chiral natural products.52 This work further expanded
upon by Taday et al. starting from ketoynones to produce cyclic
b-enaminones in good yields and excellent enantio- and
diastereoselectivity.53

A significant constraint associated with o-transaminase
enzymes lies in their restricted catalytic capability, limited to
the synthesis of exclusively primary amines. Therefore, the
discovery and development of a biocatalyst capable of synthe-
sising chiral amines of higher saturation was of the utmost
interest. This gap in synthetic utility was recently solved with
the discovery of imine reductase (IRED) and reductive aminase
(RedAm) enzymes. IREDs are NADP(H)-dependant oxidoreduc-
tase enzymes capable of catalysing the asymmetric reduction of
prochiral imines to their corresponding chiral amine. This
enzyme class has found application in the preparation of
pharmaceutical targets and precursors, and its utility was
expanded with the discovery of a subgroup (RedAms) capable
of reductive amination starting from a prochiral ketone.54

Monoamine oxidases (MAOs) have been successfully
employed for the asymmetric synthesis of optically pure
amines, often using deracemisation strategies involving the
selective oxidation of monoamines. Ghislieri et al. engineered
enantioselective MAO variants, with tolerances for sterically
demanding bulky aryl substituents, showcasing how enzymes
can be evolved to asymmetrically synthesise structures with
high molecular complexity.32 Rational structure-guided engi-
neering approaches, saturation mutagenesis and HTS were
used to develop the improved MAO biocatalyst variants from
Aspergillus niger (MAO-N). Crystal structures of the enzymes and
their active site helped to rationally select amino acid residues
in which to mutate. The site-directed mutagenesis approach
helped increase the volume of the active site pocket, allowing
binding, positioning, and interaction with bulky sterically

demanding aryl substituents. The MAO-N biocatalyst was
applied in the asymmetric oxidative Pictet–Spengler reaction
in the synthesis of (R)-harmicine, a chiral, bulky natural pro-
duct. The MAO-N variant carried out the oxidative generation of
a reactive iminium ion in a pyrrolidine substrate, containing a
b-arylethylamine, which could undergo a non-stereoselective
cyclisation to form racemic harmicine. The amine oxidase, in
combination with a non-selective chemical reducing agent
(BH3–NH3) was applied in repeated cycles of selective oxidation
and reduction, to deracemise the racemic mixture into the
desired (R)-harmicine (499% e.e., 83% conversion).

4.2. Kinetic resolution (KR)

While asymmetric synthesis remains the most favoured
approach for accessing stereo-enriched chiral products, it is
often more practical to resolve racemic mixtures, prepared via
non-asymmetric routes. This tactic may be preferred if the
asymmetric approach is too challenging or if both enantiomers
are desired. Chemists have used a range of well-established
resolution methods when attempting to isolate a single enan-
tiomer from a racemic mixture, such as crystallisation, chiral
phase chromatography, and kinetic resolution.55–57 Kinetic
resolution relies on the differential rates of reaction of each
stereoisomer with a chiral entity, such as a biocatalyst or
chemocatalyst (Scheme 2(b)).

One of the most employed biocatalysts for kinetic resolution
are hydrolases. These enzymes catalyse the cleavage of a
covalent bond using water (hydrolysis) and represent one of
the most attractive enzymes in synthesis, due to their broad
substrate specificity, lack of cofactor/coenzyme, and high sub-
strate loading tolerance. These enzymes can be further broken
down into subclasses depending on the substrate they act
upon.58 Lipases are one of the most popular subclasses of
hydrolases and are deemed naturally promiscuous enzymes
due to their ability to mediate reactions in both aqueous and
non-aqueous media. This propensity to mediate reactions in
organic solvents has led to the advent of non-aqueous enzymol-
ogy and is particularly applicable to resolving processes.59

Optically active alcohols and carboxylic acids are among the
most desirable reagents for organic chemistry due to their
versatility and recurrent appearance in bioactive molecules,
which has led to many resolution studies being conducted on
compounds containing these moieties.60,61 With the intrinsic
value of these compounds in mind, Kilbanov and co-workers
were the first to introduce the concept when resolving a racemic
mixture of secondary alcohols and carboxylic acids using two
lipases (yeast lipases originating from Candida cylindracea and
porcine pancreatic lipases).62 In this body of work, seven
racemic acids and alcohols were optically resolved in high
enantiomeric excess alongside their corresponding (R)-ester at
a multigram scale. The process is of particular interest due to
enantiopure 2-chloro- and 2-bromo-propionic acids being used
as an intermediate in the total synthesis of phenoxypropionic
herbicides and some pharmaceuticals. A non-aqueous enzy-
matic resolution approach has inspired hundreds of academic
studies63 and has been scaled up to a multi-kilogramme scale
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by several companies world-wide.64 However, the drawback of
maximum 50% conversion and the accumulation of large
amounts of unwanted enantiomer has encouraged further
studies to be conducted on developing a more efficient and
higher yielding process.

4.3. Dynamic kinetic resolution (DKR)

DKR combines in situ racemisation of the starting material with
an enantioselective transformation step, which allows the
process to surpass the 50% conversion limit associated with
kinetic resolution. While one stereoisomer (usually an enantio-
mer) is selectively converted to the corresponding stereospecific
product, a chemical or enzymatic catalyst may act as the
racemisation mediator to interconvert the opposite stereoi-
somer (Scheme 2(c)). In order to design a successful and
efficient DKR system, four parameters, standardised by Verho
and Bäckvall,65 must be taken into account; (i) the kinetic
resolution reaction must have sufficient enantioselectivity
(kfast/kslow Z 20), (ii) each catalyst (racemisation and KR) must
be compatible in a one-pot system, (iii) rate of racemisation
(krac) must be 10-fold faster than the rate of the KR reaction of
the slow reacting enantiomer (kslow), and (iv) the racemisation
catalyst must not react with the resolved product.

4.3.1. Secondary alcohols. The most prevalent enzyme-
based dynamic kinetic resolution process found in literature
incorporates a metal-based racemisation technique alongside
an enzyme-catalysed kinetic resolution, first introduced by
Williams and co-workers in 1996.66 Using this methodology,
there is a heavy emphasis on the deracemisation of racemic
alcohols and amines due to their role as valuable natural
product targets. The optical purification of secondary alcohols
using this type of DKR was pioneered by the groups of Williams
and Bäckvall using palladium and ruthenium racemisation
catalysts respectively, in conjunction with a stereoselective
lipase enzyme.66–68 Williams and co-workers developed a DKR
system that resolved a racemate of several allylic acetates using
PdCl2(MeCN)2 and a lipase originating from Pseudomonas
fluorescens (Scheme 3).66 Although the resolution required long
reaction times (9–23 days) with limited substrate scope, the
work displayed the potential for the wider application of
transition metal catalyst-enzyme mediated DKR. The pioneer-
ing work of the Williams group was quickly followed up with a
more practical example by the Bäckvall and co-workers, which
utilised a previously developed dimeric ruthenium complex
catalyst as the racemisation agent and Candida antarctica lipase
B (CALB) as the KR mediator.67,68 This DKR strategy was used to
resolve a number of aliphatic and benzylic secondary alcohols,
producing high yields and enantiomeric excess for the (R)-
enantiomer (according to Kazlauskas rule)69 but required reac-
tion temperatures of 70 1C for the racemisation catalyst to work.
Therefore, for the methodology to be applicable, a thermo-
stable enzyme is required, which limits the versatility of the
procedure.

Being the most popular catalysts for alcohol racemisation,
improved generations of Ru-based racemisation catalysts were
developed in later years, including those that work on

secondary alcohols at room temperature, those compatible with
(S)-selective KR enzymes, and those that racemise various
alcoholic functionalities including allylic alcohols, diols and
chlorohydrins.65 An in-depth analysis of these racemisation
catalysts is beyond the scope of this review, however there are
comprehensive works that cover this topic.70–72 Alternative
racemisation catalysts have also been developed using more
cost-efficient and environmentally friendly metals such as
aluminium and vanadium, with the latter being able to race-
mise tertiary alcohols, which are more difficult due to the lack
of a hydrogen substituent (not compatible with transfer
hydrogenation-type racemisation catalysts).70,73

4.3.2. Amines. The dynamic kinetic resolution of amine
functionality was first introduced by Reetz and Schimossek
when resolving methylbenzylamine (9) using Pd/C as the race-
misation catalyst and CALB as the KR catalyst (Scheme 4).74

This pioneering work demonstrated conversion of a primary
amine racemate to its corresponding enantiomerically pure (R)-
N-acylated form (10), despite the difficulties associated with
racemising amines due to their innate ability to act as strong
coordinating ligands to the metal catalyst. Modest yields and
long reaction times (8 days) hindered the wider usage of such a
protocol; however the work demonstrated the racemisation of
amine functionality at a moderate temperature (50–55 1C),
which at the time was not possible with Ru-based catalysts

Scheme 3 (a) DKR of 6-acetoxy-1-phenylcyclohexene (6) using
PdCl2(MeCN)2 and a lipase enzyme.66 (b) DKR for the resolution of a range
of secondary alcohols using ruthenium catalyst 8 and CALB.67,68

Scheme 4 Dynamic kinetic resolution of methylbenzylamine (9) using
CALB and Pd/C.74
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(required temperatures of 490 1C). More recent improvements
on Pd catalysed amine DKR have been promising, utilising
aluminium supports (Pd/Al(OH)),75 alkaline earth supports (Pd/
BaSO4 and Pd/CaSO3),76 enzyme–metal nanohybrids77 and the
co-immobilisation of both participating catalysts.78

Transaminase enzymes have also been shown to be a viable
KR catalyst for dynamic kinetic resolutions of a-substituted
aldehydes,79 a-substituted b-keto esters,80 and a- or b-
substituted ketones.81,82 An elegant example of this was shown
in the DKR of an a-fluoroketone by Molinaro and co-workers. A
key building block, syn-1,2-amino-fluoropiperidine, in the
synthesis of the calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor
antagonist was synthesised using a dynamic asymmetric
transamination route. The methodology utilised high pH con-
ditions as the racemisation agent to promote epimerisation of
the a-fluoroketone starting material. Optimisation of the reac-
tion conditions yielded 96% conv. to the aminated product in
94% e.e.81

4.3.3. Non-metallic racemization. Several non-metallic
racemisation agents are also applicable to a chemoenzymatic
DKR system when merged with an enzymatic kinetic resolution
step. Base-, thermal-, Schiff-base and enzyme-mediated race-
misations are the most employed transition metal independent
racemisation techniques seen in literature. All except the latter
are severely hindered by their substrate specificity, as sub-
strates must possess a stereogenic centre with a liable acidic
proton for stereoconversion to occur. Therefore, more recent
attempts have focused on racemases as an alternative due to
their inherent ability to mediate racemisations at similar con-
ditions to the resolving enzyme, potentially solving compat-
ibility problems associated with metal- and chemocatalysed
racemisations. The number of effective racemases is not exten-
sive because they are not very widely employed in Nature and
therefore the vast majority have a substrate scope limited to
activated alcohols and amines (amino acid derivatives, a-
hydroxy acid or ketone derivatives). In contrast, the task of
racemising non-activated alcohols and amines is much more
difficult and is usually achieved via the interconversion of
alcohols and amines to their respective prochiral ketones or
imines.83 However, the recent study carried out by Macmillan,
Hyster, and co-workers presented a coupled photoredox-
enzyme mediated DKR for the resolution of traditionally static
and remote stereocenters of racemic b-substituted ketones. The
racemisation at the b-position was achieved using combination
of an organo- and a photocatalyst followed by a stereoselective
enzymatic reduction of the ketone to its respective enantioen-
riched hydroxy or amine, depending on the resolving biocata-
lyst used.84

4.3.4. Improvement of KR catalyst. Not only has there been
a great deal of work done regarding the enhancement of the
racemisation agent in a DKR system, but considerable amounts
of studies have been dedicated to the development of a more
favourable biocatalyst for the KR step. As mentioned previously
in Section 2, protein engineering is one of the more favourable
methods of improving a biocatalyst as it has proven a powerful
tool when modulating various properties of the enzyme,

including thermostability, substrate specificity and solvent
tolerance. Being the most employed class of enzyme used in
the kinetic resolution of racemates, there have been numerous
engineering studies carried out on lipases with the goal of
expanding its utility using both a directed evolution and
rational design approach.85–88

Enzymatic immobilisation can often lead to advantageous
catalysts with enhanced stability, simplified recovery, and
greater reusability. Immobilised enzymes can be obtained in
different forms such as bound to a support carrier (inorganic
solid, synthetic resin, polymers, etc.), entrapment (enzyme
incorporated into polymer network) and CLEAs (cross-linking
enzyme aggregates).89 The favourable properties obtained from
using an immobilisation technique in a DKR system was
demonstrated by Engström et al. when both CALB and a
nanopalladium species were co-immobilised on mesoporous
silica for the dynamic kinetic resolution of methylbenzylamine
in high yield and enantioselectivity. Not only does the proce-
dure take advantage of the benefits of an immobilised enzyme,
but also the proximity of the two catalysts with relation to each
other, which was proven to boost the efficiency of the dynamic
kinetic resolution process.90

4.4. Deracemisation

Deracemisation is a protocol used to obtain an enantiopure
product from a racemic mixture of starting material, proceed-
ing through a prochiral intermediate (Scheme 2(d)), providing a
theoretical 100% conversion to the desired enantiomer, and
thereby overcoming the 50% conversion limitation experienced
in kinetic resolutions. Deracemisation differs from DKR, in that
it proceeds through a prochiral intermediate, rather than prior
racemisation. An enzymatically catalysed deracemisation can
proceed in two ways, (i) using two enantiocomplementary
enzymes working in tandem, or (ii) by using one enantio-
selective redox enzyme and a non-selective chemical oxidis-
ing/reducing agent, which work together to achieve complete
deracemisation after many redox cycles.

A biocatalytic deracemisation procedure using two enantio-
complementary o-transaminase (o-TA) enzymes to access
either enantiopure (R)- and (S)-mexiletine (11) from a racemic
mixture was described by Koszelewski, Kroutil and co-
workers.91 The deracemisation is achieved in a one-pot two-
step cascade, involving a kinetic resolution followed by a
stereoselective transamination, with the incorporation of by-
product recycling. The design offers flexibility, allowing access
to either enantiomer depending on the order the o-TAs are
added. The (S)-enantiomer can be accessed using a (R)-selective
o-TA for the resolution of a racemic amine mixture, leaving the
(S)-amine untouched and transforming the (R)-amine into an
intermediary ketone 14, which is subsequently transaminated
into the desired (S)-amine by subsequent addition of a (S)-
selective o-TA (Scheme 5). The cascade incorporates recycling
of pyruvate (12) as the amine acceptor and alanine (13) as the
amine donor using auxiliary enzymes, amino acid oxidase and
alanine dehydrogenase respectively. This biocatalytic approach
allowed the sustainable deracemisation of the racemic amine
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mixture of mexiletine, resulting in 499% e.e. and 97% isolated
yields of both enantiomers.

Amine oxidoreductase enzymes are widely used in the
deracemisation of valuable amines. Their importance was
first demonstrated using amino acid oxidases, structural
family members of flavin amine oxidases,92 for the enantio-
meric enrichment of racemic amino acid mixtures. L-Alanine
and L-leucine were prepared from their corresponding
D-enantiomers, using a D-amino acid oxidase and a non-
selective chemical reducing agent.93 Although the process
resulted in low yields, it was an important seminal example
in this field. The chemistry was later improved and expanded
enabling high yields and optical purities of both cyclic and
acyclic D- and L-amino acids.94

Although amino acid oxidases are important in deracemisa-
tion and stereoinversion processes, they are limited in their
scope to amino acid substrates only. Turner and co-workers
have developed deracemisation processes, using engineered
MAO enzymes to expand the scope of this chemistry, providing
a new method to access chiral amines.

Extensive studies have been carried out to identify an
enantioselective MAO enzyme, with the evolutionary starting
point being a Type II MAO from Aspergillus niger (MAO-N). The
enzyme showed high activity towards simple aliphatic amines,
and low but measurable activity towards a-methylbenzylamine,
oxidatively deaminating the substrate to the corresponding
imine using molecular oxygen. A series of in vitro directed
evolutionary experiments, employing multiple mutagenesis
cycles, with a colorimetric screen was used to discover and
engineer an amine oxidase with the ability to deracemise a-
methylbenzylamine, in a chemoenzymatic route via a redox
catalytic cycle.30

The substrate scope of amine oxidases was expanded
to aliphatic, aromatic, and tetrahydro-b-carboline (THBC)
fused ring systems, with further directed evolutionary
approaches, whilst retaining high enantioselectivity.95,96

MAO-N variants were also successfully applied to the derace-
misation of racemic mixtures of alkaloid natural products, e.g.

(R)-coniine, (R)-eleagnine, and (R)-leptaflorine, and pharmaceu-
tical building blocks, e.g. Solifenacin and Levocetirizine.32

Recent research has focused on developing a one-pot
two-enzyme cascade, involving an amine oxidase and an
imine reductase (IRED) for the deracemisation of racemic
2-substituted piperidines and pyrrolidines.97 The amine
oxidase generates an imine from a racemic mixture of cyclic
N-heterocycles, which is enantioselectively reduced by an (R)-
IRED to give the (S)-amine, replacing the previous need of a
nonselective chemical reducing agent and multiple cycles to
give full deracemisation.

5. Enzymes in industry

Biocatalysts have been applied to a diverse range of industrial
applications within the pharmaceutical, agricultural, chemical,
cosmetic, and food industries (Fig. 4) including; the multi-ton
production of the synthetic polymer polyacrylamide using
nitrile hydratases,98 enzyme catalysed biofuel production,99

enzyme catalysed degradation of plastics,2,100,101 the industrial
production of agrichemicals, such as the herbicide Frontier
X2s,102 and in the biocatalysed production of the important
drug intermediate, L-phenylacetylcarbinol (L-PAC).103 The food
industry applies a range of biocatalysts for additive, catalytic
and ingredient requirements in beverage fermentation, baking,
meat and dairy processes.104

Enzyme’s selectivity, tuneability and sustainable nature have
made them an attractive alternative, to some more traditional
catalysts, offering simplified synthetic routes to the assembly of
complex targets. The economic and environmental attributes of
enzymes, have furthered their incorporation into large-scale
compound manufacture, as seen by many pharmaceutical
companies, including Merck, Pfizer, Novartis, BASF, and Bayer.

Drawbacks surrounding enzyme stability and low turnover,
long process development times and issues with scale-up to
industrially relevant amounts, have been encountered and
continued research is required to address these concerns.

Scheme 5 Deracemisation of racemic mexiletine (11) into enantiopure (S)-mexiletine using (R)-selective TA catalysed kinetic resolution and a
subsequent stereoselective transamination using and (S)-selective TA.78
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Nevertheless, biocatalysis continues to become an important
consideration in target retrosynthesis, with the following exam-
ples chosen to provide a flavour of the diverse range of
applications offered by biocatalysis.

5.1. Sitagliptin

The incorporation of a biocatalytic step in the large-scale
pharmaceutical manufacture of the antidiabetic drug, sitaglip-
tin ((R)-20), replacing the previously used transition-metal
catalysed step, was a milestone development in the field of
biocatalysis.46 An engineered transaminase enzyme was used
for the successful installation of a chiral amine in the final step
of the drug synthesis, replacing the original rhodium-catalysed

asymmetric enamine hydrogenation and thereby negating the
need of the high pressure (250 psi) hydrogenation, ligand
optimisation and synthesis for the chiral Rh-catalyst, and
additional purification steps for the removal of the precious
and toxic rhodium catalyst (Scheme 6). The implementation of
the key biocatalytic step was not only beneficial to the synthetic
process, reducing cost and waste, it also enabled an enhance-
ment of yields (increase of 10–13%), productivities (53%
increase, kg L�1 per day) and high enantioselectivity. The
incorporation of the biocatalytic step was also a landmark
progression in the capabilities of enzyme engineering and
called for an impressive engineering feat, involving a
‘substrate-walking’ approach alongside computer modelling,

Fig. 4 The diverse industrial applications of biocatalysts and their exemplar products, within the pharmaceutical, agricultural, chemical, cosmetic, and
food industries.
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docking studies, and directed evolution. Substrate-walking,
modelling and mutagenesis were first used to evolve the
enzyme, (R)-ATA-117, limited to accepting only methyl or small
cyclic ketones, to have activity for the bulky prochiral prositaglip-
tin ketone, first using a surrogate-type truncated ketone substrate.
The evolved enzyme with a broadened substrate scope and
marginal activity to the prositagliptin ketone, was further engi-
neered by directed evolution to improve its practical utility and
ability to withstand industrial process conditions. Improved
enzyme variants exhibited enhanced stability, withstanding
organic solvents (50% DMSO, acetone and isopropyl amine), high
substrate concentrations (prositagliptin ketone 200 g L�1) and
elevated temperatures (440 1C). The best and final enzyme
variant, incorporating 27 mutations, exhibited four orders of
magnitude increase in activity towards the prositagliptin sub-
strate, while providing high enantioselectivity of 499.5% e.e.
The achievement demonstrated how a combination of in silico
design and directed evolution can evolve an enzyme into a robust
biocatalyst, capable of working in industrial process conditions,
possessing high productivity, activity and selectivity at an indus-
trial scale. The landmark advancement served as an example of
how biocatalysis is an attractive alternative to traditional catalysis.

5.2. Hydrolase enzymes and the industrial relevance of CALB
lipase

Hydrolases and the subclass, lipases, are an important enzy-
matic class in industry, used to carry out the kinetic resolution

of racemic mixtures, allowing access to enantiopure products
(Section 4.2). Their broad substrate specificity, lack of cofactor/
coenzyme requirements and their ability to work in both
aqueous and organic solvents, have enabled them to become
a widely used enzyme in industry, with companies such as BASF
incorporating such enzymes into routine industrial synthetic
processes, a landmark development in the biocatalytic field.

Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB) is a routinely used
industrial biocatalyst lipase for the synthesis of amides and
esters, as well as in the dynamic kinetic resolution of high value
amine and alcohol products. CALB offers a low cost, easy to use
and recyclable catalytic process for industrial manufacture of
important optically active molecules, known as ‘‘ChiPros’’,
serving as intermediates, building blocks and auxiliaries. BASF
uses their patented biocatalytic approach on an industrial scale
to access optically active building blocks of alcohols and
amines, using lipases to kinetically resolve racemic
mixtures.105 The chemistry has been expanded to include
nitrilase enzymes, which can convert a racemic mixture of
mandelonitrile (rac-21), the cyanohydrin derivative of benzal-
dehyde, to the corresponding amino- and hydroxycarboxylic
acid, namely (R)-mandelic acid (22), an important drug pre-
cursor. The chemistry has been achieved on a multi-ton scale,
with high levels of enantioselectivity,106 a major development
and proof of concept for the utility of biocatalysis at an
industrially relevant scale (Scheme 7).

The requirement of high biocatalytic loadings has hindered
uptake of certain biocatalytic processes in industry,107 but it
paves the way for further chemical discoveries. One such
example, was the use of a salt-activated CALB lipase in a two-
step enzymatic derivatisation strategy of paclitaxel (Taxol)
derivatives, to improve the water-solubility and therefore the
bioavailability, for use as potential anticancer compounds. A
thermolysin enzyme was used for selective acylation of pacli-
taxel, and a CALB enzyme was used in the selective hydrolysis of
the terminal vinyl ester in Taxol 20-vinyladipate to give the final
Taxol 20-adipic acid derivative.108 The two step- synthetic strat-
egy involving the CALB lipase enzyme provided water-soluble
potential prodrugs, and the demonstrated the importance of
the CALB enzyme in industry.

5.3. Penicillin – preparation of penicillin analogues with
penicillin acylase

The group of enzymes known as penicillin acylases play an
important role within the biotechnological industry, replacing

Scheme 6 Industrial synthetic routes towards the synthesis of sitagliptin
phosphate ((R)-20). The original rhodium-catalysed step was replaced with
the transaminase catalysed approach, installing a chiral amine, in a key step
of the antidiabetic drug.46

Scheme 7 Industrial production of the important drug precursor, (R)-
mandelic acid (22), employing a nitrilase enzyme as a key step in the overall
production of (S)-mandelonitrile ((S)-21).106
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traditional chemical methods, offering safer and more efficient
enzymatic routes for the industrial production of semi-synthetic
penicillin (amoxicillin and ampicillin) and cephalosporin (cefa-
droxil and cephalexin) antibiotic products. Immobilised penicillin
acylases are used to catalyse the condensation of 6-
aminopenicillanic acid with a D-(�)-amino acid derivative, in a
kinetically controlled route to the b-lactam semi-synthetic
products.109 The penicillin acylase enzymes are also employed to
catalyse the hydrolysis of the fermentation product, penicillin G,
into 6-aminopenicillanic acid, for use as the starting material in the
overall process. The biocatalytic machinery exploited for this
industrial process has enabled the production of natural products
derivatives aimed at overcoming antibiotic resistance, and has
done so in an enantiopure, economically feasible approach.

5.4. Recent examples of enzymes used in industry

Novartis in collaboration with Codexis, recently evolved an
amine transaminase enzyme, CDX-043, to asymmetrically
install an amine into the bulky molecular architecture of the
chiral precursor, sacubitril, a key component of the cardiovas-
cular blockbuster drug, Entresto.110 The chemical synthetic
route to sacubitril, although offers high yields, enantiomeric
and diastereomeric purity, requires a lengthy multistep synth-
esis involving environmentally hazardous reagents, protecting
groups and the generation of significant amounts of organic
waste. An efficient and cost-effective biocatalytic transamina-
tion approach was sought, requiring extensive engineering to
an enzyme capable of accepting the sacubitril precursor and
operating at industrially relevant conditions. Following 11
rounds of directed evolution and mutagenesis, the starting
enzyme, which suffered from trace activity and a preference for
the undesired diastereomer, was evolved into the variant, CDX-043,
capable of providing a 90% conversion to the desired compound
(2R,4S)-5-([1,10-biphenyl]-4-yl)-4-amino-2-methylpentanoic acid, and
with high diastereoselective purity (499.9 : 0.1 d.r.). CDX-043 was
also capable of operating in elevated temperatures up to 65 1C, in
high substrate concentrations (2 molar amine donor, 75 g L�1

ketone substrate) and for 5 day reaction times.
In work published in 2017, Pfizer opted to employ two

enzymes, chosen using bioinformatics, to construct two key
chiral intermediates in the synthesis of their novel anticancer,
gamma secretase drug candidate.111 The chemoenzymatic
route first used a transaminase (ATA-47 from cLEcta) to reduc-
tively aminate a fluorine substituted tetralone to the corres-
ponding (S)-amine in a 95% yield and 499% e.e. The second
desired intermediate, (R)-a-hydroxyester, was formed from an
alcohol dehydrogenase catalysed reduction of an a-ketoester,
which occurred on a multikilogram scale, with an 88% yield
and 96.7% e.e. The enzymatically synthetised amine and alco-
hol products could then be coupled to form a key intermediate
in the gamma secretase inhibitor. The work is an example of
how biocatalysts are being considered as a viable technology
and are finding increased use within industrial synthetic
routes, operating at multikilogram scales, and displaying the
necessary robustness to synthesise compounds of high purity
and yield.

6. Biocatalytic cascades

Biocatalytic cascades, where several enzymes work in tandem,
are prevalent in nature for the synthesis of many natural
products. Enzyme activity in nature is tightly regulated,
with the occurrence, location and extent of the transformations
taking place being precisely controlled. In recent years, indus-
trial and academic groups have constructed artificial biocata-
lytic cascades, inspired from natural biosynthetic routes, to
develop strategies accessing synthetically challenging
compounds.112 The design of artificial enzyme cascades is
made possible due to advances in enzyme discovery and screen-
ing, alongside extensive protein engineering to create robust
biocatalysts. The chemoselectivity of biocatalysts and the simi-
lar aqueous reaction conditions required, allows enzymes to
operate in a one-pot approach, concurrently, sequentially or in
a telescoped manner, while displacing reaction equilibria
towards the ultimate product compound. Enzymes offer unpar-
allel chemo-, regio-, and stereoselectivity, negating the need of
protecting groups, isolation and purification of intermediates,
and lengthy multistep synthesis. The use of expensive and
unsustainable organic solvents which maybe possess various
health, environmental and safety hazards, alongside energy
intensive synthetic routes (high pressures, very low/high tem-
peratures) and significant waste disposal encountered in tradi-
tional chemical strategies, makes biocatalysis an extremely
attractive alternative.

6.1. Biocatalytic cascade design considerations

This section will discuss the design considerations necessary to
develop an efficient, sustainable, and practical biocatalytic
cascade. Retrosynthetic analysis, the type of cascade, type and
form of enzyme, cofactor requirements and optimisation
requirements will be examined below. The landmark design
and development of the nine-enzyme in vitro cascade, for the
synthesis of islatravir, will be used as an exemplar model case
study of how to build and optimise an efficient biocatalytic
cascade.

6.1.1. Biocatalytic retrosynthesis. The first step for the
development of any cascade, is to identify the desired target
molecule, and to carry out retrosynthetic analysis using the
guidelines as outlined by E. J. Corey113,114 and the principles of
biocatalytic retrosynthetic analysis as described by Turner and
O’Reilly.115 The biocatalyst and any other form of catalyst
required to make the necessary disconnections must be identi-
fied. The analysis can also examine feasible synthetic routes to
make the required starting materials and building blocks,
considering options for functional group interconversions.
The requirements of cofactors, recycling systems, by-product
removal and chemical incompatibilities may also be considered
and evaluated at this stage.

Computer-aided synthesis planning (CASP) has revolutio-
nised retrosynthetic analyses, using computers to automate the
process, learning from literature sources and databases of
organic reactivity and experimental reaction, to create potential
synthetic routes towards targets. RetroBioCat is a powerful
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CASP tool enabling retrosynthetic analysis for the design of
biocatalytic reactions and cascades,116,117 an area other retro-
synthetic databases does not sufficiently depict. RetroBioCat
uses programmed reaction rules and encoded potential bioca-
talysts with their associated substrate specificity’s, to automate
the synthetic biotransformation design process. An enzyme
toolbox, available on the database, displays the many enzyme
types, their substrate scopes, and other important information
regarding the biocatalyst, required for the construction of
viable synthetic pathways. The database is an open access
platform.

CASP technology is a rapidly growing area, with effective
machine-learning enzymatic transformer models being devel-
oped, using multi-task transfer learning, to efficiently predict
structure and stereochemistry of enzymatic transformations.118

Reymond and co-workers continued to expand the CASP tech-
nology to encapsulate and predict more information, with a
recently developed open-source CASP resource to enable realis-
tic and practical disconnections for short simple synthetic
routes.119 The technology employing a triple transformer loop
(TTL) involving necessary starting materials (T1), required
reagents (T2) and resulting product (T3). The TTL works by
tagging reactive atoms in the products, to propose efficient and
sensible single-step retrosynthesis. The TTL in combination
with a multistep tree-exploration algorithm (TTLA) can be
employed for planning longer synthetic strategies to more
complex molecules, by involving a route penalty score (RPScore)
to predict practical syntheses.

The use of CASP for retrosynthetic analyses involving bioca-
talysis, offers a simplified, automatic approach to artificial
biocatalytic cascade. The continued development of more accu-
rate and efficient software to design increasingly complex
synthetic routes involving enzymes, will be instrumental in
the wider uptake and establishment of the importance of
biocatalysis in synthesis.

6.1.2. Cascade type and function. Cascades can be linear,
orthogonal, cyclic, parallel, convergent or divergent in their
design, depending on the types of transformations involved
and the required parameters in the process. Schrittwieser et al.
have worked to classify cascade types with considerations
towards the type of catalysts (chemical and biocatalyst), the
number of catalysts, the number of steps, enzyme class, mode
of cofactor regeneration and spatial organisation, helping to
categorise and organise artificial enzyme cascade design.120

Biocatalytic cascades may operate in a simultaneous, sequen-
tial or spontaneously triggered mode of action, depending on
the chemical and reaction incompatibilities, potential of
enzyme inhibition and stability of intermediates.

Enzyme availability, cofactor recycling needs and opera-
tional process requirements may influence whether an in vitro
or in vivo approach is adopted. In vitro cascades, employing
crude cell free extracts, purified isolated enzymes, or freeze-
dried whole cells, are advantageous as a controlled, reproduci-
ble amount of enzyme is added each time. However, such
in vitro approaches often require the use of stoichiometric
amounts of expensive cofactors and additional recycling

systems, which can complicate the operation of the cascade.
The design of in vivo cascades, where whole cells are used to
continually express the desired enzyme and produce the neces-
sary cofactors, can overcome some of these challenges. How-
ever, undesired side reactions, downstream processing and
more difficult purifications are experienced with a whole-cell
approach.

Biocatalytic cascades used in organic synthesis often work
towards building molecular complexity,121 adding functionality
and units of chirality to compounds, often transforming cheap
achiral materials into high value chiral products. Multi-enzyme
cascades can also be seen as an important design consideration
to build more sustainable and atom-efficient processes, by
incorporating auxiliary enzymes to facilitate co-factor regenera-
tion and/or removal of (by-)products. Cascades remove the need
for isolation of potentially hazardous intermediates, thereby
offering a safer synthetic approach.

6.1.3. Enzyme selection. The identification and selection of
enzymes to facilitate the desired chemical transformations
within the cascade is an important step in the process design.
Extensive screening for wild-type enzyme discovery from Nat-
ure, alongside de novo design has provided a large library of
biocatalysts capable of performing a range of important
chemical transformations. A recent review from Winkler et al.
showcased the range of enzyme types and their associated
transformations, such as hydrolases dehydrogenases, reduc-
tases, transaminases, monooxygenases and aldolases, to name
but a few.122 State-of-the-art protein engineering methodologies
evolving biocatalysts into improved variants, with high activ-
ities, selectivities and stability in process conditions, is a
critical part of the design process.

6.1.4. Cofactor requirements and regeneration. The design
and implementation of cofactor regeneration within biocataly-
tic routes and cascades was a major landmark discovery for the
field of biocatalysis.123–125 Exogenous cofactors are expensive
and often required in stoichiometric amounts, which if not
recycled is unsustainable especially at industrially relevant
scales. Cofactor regeneration is an important practical design
consideration to make biocatalysis feasible and economical for
mainstream use, as illustrated in the overall islatravir cascade
(Section 6.2). The regeneration and recycling of cofactors is
showcased in the milestone example below and was a signifi-
cant step towards making biocatalysis more feasible in organic
synthesis and in industry.

Wong and Whiteside developed an enzyme-catalysed regen-
eration system of the expensive reduced nicotinamide cofactors
(NAD(P)H), allowing valuable asymmetric reactions, relying on
such cofactors, feasible and applicable for incorporation into
larger scale processes.124 The regeneration system involved the
dehydrogenation of glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P) by the com-
mercially available, inexpensive, and stable enzyme, glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase, which could be immobilised further
improving stability. The reaction is essentially irreversible,
which aids to displace the equilibrium of the overall process
towards product formation. The enzyme is importantly able to
almost equally reduce both NADH and NADPH, making the
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system an operationally simple process for both types of
cofactors. The cascade can be widely applied and simple
preparation of the G-6-P starting material, is possible by several
different methods. The regeneration system was showcased by
incorporating it into the asymmetric synthesis of three impor-
tant chiral building blocks; D-lactic acid, (S)-benzyl-a-d1 alcohol
and threo-Ds(+)-isocitric acid. In all three cases, the dehydro-
genase enzymes required, use a reduced nicotinamide cofactor,
and therefore the cofactor regeneration system can be used in
each process with the innocuous by-product 6-phospho
gluconate.

In 2015, Mutti et al., showcased a two-enzyme in vitro
hydrogen borrowing cascade incorporating in situ cofactor
regeneration and reuse.126 The cascade involves the oxidation
of an alcohol to the corresponding intermediary ketone using
an alcohol dehydrogenase and NAD+ cofactor. The subsequent
step employs an amine dehydrogenase to reduce the ketone to a
chiral amine while simultaneously oxidising and recycling the
NAD(H) cofactor. The research showcased here highlights the
use of cascades for the recycling and supply of cofactors and by-
products.

6.1.5. Thermodynamics and equilibrium considerations.
The use of cascade methodology can enable the effective displace-
ment of reaction equilibria towards product formation, as the
product from the previous step becomes the substrate in a
subsequent transformation. Multistep enzymatic reactions can
help to prevent the build-up of inhibitory intermediates, with their
removal in the subsequent step or through installed recycling
systems. The design of the nine enzyme cascade leading to the
drug molecule, islatravir (discussed in more detail in Section 6.2)
demonstrates many design considerations to shift equilibria
towards the product including; (i) reversible tandem steps
replaced with a simultaneous step system and (ii) addition of an
auxiliary enzyme to remove enzyme inhibitory by-products.

Chemical transformations catalysed by enzymes may experi-
ence thermodynamic limitations requiring consideration on
driving the equilibrium towards the desired product formation.
One such example is transaminase catalysed reactions, where
careful choice of an amine donor, to facilitate the transfer of an
amino group to the acceptor molecule, and a possible recycling
system to remove the co-product, must be considered to drive
equilibrium towards product formation. Celgene (now Celgro)
pioneered the use of isopropylamine (IPA) as a cheap practical
amine donor for transaminase enzymes for use at an industrial
scale.127 The removal of acetone, as the resulting co-product,
via evaporation, can drive equilibrium towards the amine
product. Celgene showcased their improved transaminase tech-
nology for the synthesis of a range of stereocontrolled com-
pounds, including (S)-Moipa, an intermediate in the synthesis
of an herbicide. Despite the production of Moipa continuing
with the optimised and well-established lipase enzyme technol-
ogy, the research paved the way for IPA/acetone to become the
amine donor/amine acceptor pair of choice in subsequent
industrial applications using transaminases.

Smart amine donors can be used in transaminase catalysed
transformations to push the unfavourable reaction equilibrium

position towards chiral amine products, through spontaneous
cyclisation or polymerisation of the resulting co-product. The
commercially available diamine donor, ortho-xylylenediamine
dihydrochloride can be used as an effective amine donor to
shift equilibrium, by forming a cyclic imine by-product which
tautomerises into the more stable aromatic isoindole form.34

The approach was an advantageous development, contributing
towards thermodynamic and equilibrium control, but also as a
substrate-independent colorimetric high-throughput screen
due to spontaneous polymerisation giving a strongly coloured
precipitate (see more in Section 3.2). The approach has been
expanded to include further diamine donors, for example
cadaverine, capable of displacing challenging reaction equili-
bria, through spontaneous cyclisation of the resulting by-
products, shifting the thermodynamics in the transaminase
catalysed transformations.128–131

The development of a biocatalytic cascade may require
further process optimisation involving evolution of a suitable
and efficient biocatalyst and its immobilisation. The key cas-
cade design considerations discussed in this section, are high-
lighted below in the model cascade case study towards the
synthesis of islatravir, contributing towards the design and the
development of an efficient, selective and state-of-art synthetic
approach.

6.2. Model biocatalytic cascade case study: islatravir

Merck’s and Codexis’ sophisticated nine-enzyme in vitro cas-
cade, for the synthesis of the structurally complex drug, isla-
travir (29), marked a landmark progression in the field of
biocatalysis (Scheme 8).132 Five enzymes, namely purine
nucleoside phosphorylase (PNPRd5BB), phosphopentomutase
(PPMRd3BB), deoxyribose 5-phosphate aldolase (DERARd3BB),
pantothenate kinase (PanKRd4BB) and galactose oxidase (GOa-
seRd13BB) were engineered by directed evolution for improved
activity, stability, and ability to withstand high substrate con-
centrations needed for industrially relevant processes. Four
auxiliary enzymes were incorporated into the final biocatalytic
cascade for by-product removal, favourable reaction equilibria,
cofactor regeneration and maintaining the oxidation state of
copper-dependent enzymes. The biocatalytic cascade employed
the bacterial purine nucleoside salvage pathway, which was
engineered to allow it to occur in the reverse direction. The
cascade was able to synthesise islatravir, the deoxyribonucleo-
side type compound, from simple achiral building blocks,
using five engineered enzymes in a three-step biocatalytic
cascades, with four of the enzymes working simultaneously to
complete the final third step and to shift equilibrium towards
the product. The finished cascade synthesis was a landmark
progression in the field of biocatalysis exhibiting multiple
enzyme engineering examples for a concurrent synthesis strat-
egy with amplification of the stereochemistry at each successive
step for the construction of a complex target.

6.3. Hybrid bio-organocatalytic cascade approach

The combination of biocatalysis with chemocatalysis in a
hybrid cascade approach has gained a lot of attention, and
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many systems have been designed to construct complex
targets.68,133–135 As previously discussed in Section 4, Williams
and Backvall developed metal-based chemocatalysts to carry
out racemisations before using an enzyme-catalysed kinetic
resolution approach to access the desired stereoisomeric pro-
duct. Kajimoto, Wong and co-workers developed a chemo-
enzymatic route for the asymmetric synthesis of various azasu-
gars and their derivatives, including N-acetylglucosamine, N-
acetylmannosamine, and deoxyhexoses.136 The synthetic route
developed was important for showcasing the value of enzymes
in asymmetric synthesis and for developing azasugars with the
potential to be valuable glycosidase inhibitors. The asymmetric
synthesis of the azasugars involved over 5 steps including an
aldol condensation reaction, catalysed by the enzyme fructose
1,6-diphosphate aldolase (FDP-aldolase) and a palladium on
carbon (Pd/C) hydrogenation for a catalytic reductive animation
step. A phosphatase enzyme was used in cases where removal of
a phosphate group was required. The starting materials for the
aldol reaction, (R)- and (S)-3-azido-2-acetamidopropanal, were
prepared from a lipase-resolved 2-hydroxy species. The syn-
thetic route demonstrates the use of a number of different
enzymes facilitating various functions including diverse
chemical transformations, stereocontrol and resolutions, while
being used alongside chemocatalysis for the preparation of
biologically active compounds.

Our group recently published work on a hybrid bio-
organocatalytic cascade, inspired from the nature’s biosyn-
thetic route, to construct 2-substituted piperidines.137

The cascade involves the in situ generation of D1-piperideine
in a transaminase-catalysed reaction, followed by a L-proline-
catalysed Mannich-type reaction employing a panel of aliphatic
ketones. The cascade employs the aliphatic ketones in a
dual function as both the amine acceptor in the enzyme-
catalysed step and as the nucleophile in the chemocatalysed
Mannich step.

Turner and Marsden have developed an asymmetric route
for the synthesis of 2-substituted tetrahydroquinolines, using
both biocatalysis and chemocatalysis, to achieve this a C–C
bond forming conjugate addition/condensation reaction
between alkyl vinyl ketones and aminophenylboronic acids,
catalysed by a rhodium(I) chemocatayst was used to yield
a panel of racemic tetrahydroquinolines.138 An amine
oxidase enzyme was then used to deracemise the racemic
mixtures into enantioenriched tetrahydroquinoline natural
products. The work showcased the benefits of employing both
forms of catalysis alongside one another to construct complex
molecules.

7. Conclusions

The field of biocatalysis has come a long way since the
discovery of the first enzyme and confirmation that these
catalysts are proteins. We are no longer restricted to the use
of natural enzymes or to reaction conditions that directly
mimic the biological cell. Advances in molecular biology and
the development of enzyme engineering strategies means that
enzymes can now be developed for bespoke applications and
used to produce anything from milligram to tonne quantities of
high-value molecules. The incredible specificity and selectivity
of enzymes also allows for the design of complex biocatalytic
cascades, meaning simple starting materials can be rapidly
converted to complex molecules, without the need for tradi-
tional protecting group manipulations or purification steps. As
the library of enzymes has grown over the past few decades,
elegant enzymatic methodology has been developed and this
has enabled the preparation of a wealth of complex chiral small
molecules. Importantly, new enzymes with novel activity are
still being discovered and existing enzymes being engineered
towards completely new chemistries. Although powerful, top-

Scheme 8 The engineered biocatalytic cascade, involving nine enzymes, for the production of the deoxyribonucleoside type drug islatravir.
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down enzyme engineering has limitations. An ideal starting
template for evolution should possess basal activity, which can
hamper top-down engineering towards non-natural substrates.
Additionally, enzymes are broadly restricted to catalysing bio-
logically relevant reactions, and this restricts the chemistry that
can be performed with enzymes. To ensure that biocatalysts can
mediate a greater range of reactions, it is necessary to turn to
computational enzyme design and approach biocatalyst devel-
opment from the ‘bottom-up’. In the subsequent article in this
issue, Bell et al. explore key developments in this area.139
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